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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY-BASED EDUCATIONAL STRATEGIES
FOR SUSTAINABLE ECO-TOURISM

ABSTRACT
This paper describes ways to use information technologies in order to further
environmental education. It argues that environmental awareness in eco-tourism can be
promoted by delivering environmental information with a variety of media and by
allowing the learner to gain a greater understanding of environmental issues through the
use of interactive applications.
Keywords: Environment; Information; Eco-tourism

INTRODUCTION

Tourism has become a very profitable industry for developed countries. Estimates
show that world tourism has grown by 260% in the last three decades (1970-1990).
Tourism has also become a very resourceful industry for less developed countries that
have benefited from the overcrowding of traditional resorts and from the increasing
demand for less traditional travel (such as nature-based specialty travel and others).
Tourism revenues in these countries have accounted for more that 50% of the comparable
revenues received from other export revenues [Healy, 1992]. However, in the excitement
of the birth of this industry, authorities may have underestimated the environmental
damage associated with the expansion of tourism to remote and less protected areas.
A new type of tourism has recently emerged to address the conservation problems
of endangered areas: the term “eco-tourism”, or ecological tourism, has become
synonymous with a new, complex tourism that supports conservation initiatives. Ecotourism consists of a series of initiatives for promoting responsible tourism in remote and
endangered areas. Some of these initiatives vary from building environment-friendly
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resorts area (such as the Harmony Resort on the U.S. Virgin Islands, Maho Bay) to
promoting travelers’ environment-related education.
In spite of these good intentions, eco-tourism is hardly meeting the expectations
of combining environmental protection with economic gains. One problem is that this
form of tourism is not often associated with a wide distribution of earnings to local
populations; another is that it can contribute to creating lasting damage to the relevant
ecosystems (Lindberg & Hawkins, 1995). There are essentially two reasons behind this
lack of success. One is the focus on “selling the vacation” rather than the ecological or
cultural experiences per se, and the other is the lack of travelers’ sensitivity on the
damaging effects of their presence on natural and social systems. In both cases, the core
problem is that the focus of eco-tourism (as any other form of tourism) often has been
more economic than environmental. What seems to matter most has been the money
brought by visitors, not the damage that these visitors cause.
In order for eco-tourism experiences to be effective and sustainable, relevant
stakeholders need to be educated to respect natural travel environments. This requires
detailed planning on the part of the authorities and other stakeholders, and, therefore,
needs to be implemented by several organizations and parties identified in this paper.
Interactive technologies can offer relevant help in improving the appeal and
motivational effects of ecological activities. Before looking at IT-based initiatives, a
working definition of eco-tourism will be presented. The primary focus of this paper is on
how the use of technology can help in developing programs for tourism-related
environmental protection.

ECO-TOURISM

The Eco-tourism Society defines eco-tourism as: “purposeful travel to natural
areas to understand the culture and natural history of the environment; taking care not to
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alter the integrity of the ecosystem; producing the economic opportunities that make the
conservation of natural resources beneficial to local people [Eco-tourism Society, 1991]”.
Although this definition does not pose limits on the size of the eco-tourism activity, the
latter is usually conducted on a small scale. Contrary to mass tourism, eco-tourism, in
theory, involves little, if any, negative impact to the travel environment. To realize this
ideal, eco-tourists “take nothing more than pictures and leave nothing more than
footprints”. In reality, however, this goal is rarely attainable without a serious effort to
educate travelers. One problem has been that the responsibility for such education in the
past has been left to the travelers themselves rather than shared with the promoters of
eco-tourism. In addition to regular visitors, there are several stakeholders benefiting from
ecological tourism. Suggestions for sustainable eco-tourism have often included that
stakeholders take part in and support educational initiatives to protect the travel
environment. Some of the relevant stakeholders, indicated in Figure 1, are:
q

tourists that practice nature-based travel;

q

local authorities that have the capacity to design, implement, and manage the
ecological initiatives;

q

travel agencies that advertise vacationing to natural areas;

q

private sector, such as rental, accommodation and transportation-oriented
businesses, that earn a profit from the incoming tourists;

q

conservation organizations raising funds for sustaining the development of natural
areas;

q

international institutions that are in charge of natural resource management;

q

local communities that live in the surrounding areas; and,

q

NGOs and academic institutions that act as intermediaries between the local
interests and the private sector.
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FIGURE 1
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This list of stakeholders is not exclusive, but is sufficiently inclusive to portray
the merging of ecological conservation and economic development strategies. Ecotourism is often seen as “the” most promising strategy for providing funds for
conservation and for justifying its importance. The key assumptions are that eco-tourism
can offer a source of financing for the development or maintenance of natural areas, serve
as an accelerator of economic development, and, provide foreign exchange currency that
fosters development. Local financing has often been obtained through entrance fees,
ancillary goods production, donations, and small capital investments. Economic
development has been fostered by the spending of foreign currency for acquiring services
in the travel area. Healy [1988] has suggested that these expenses (for transportation,
food, etc.) carry a revenue-multiplier effect similar to Keynes’ economic multiplier. In
spite of the reported economic and social benefits, documented stories also have been
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told of environmental damage and degradation caused by ecological tourism [CeballosLascurain, 1991; Boo, 1991; West and Brechin, 1991]. On the supply side, these effects
have potentially discouraged locals from promoting visits to their natural areas, if tourism
has altered the equilibrium of traditional societies and their knowledge structures [Maurer
and Zeigler, 1988]. On the demand side, other factors have limited the development and
beneficial effects of eco-tourism, such as political, social and economic factors. Political
factors include the existence of ethnic or power succession conflicts in the hosting
country. Social factors have often been related to the perception of the country abroad
(e.g. negative press releases and health and safety issues can prevent travelers from
visiting a specific destination). Economic factors may include exchange rate
disadvantages, as well as issues of lack of supporting infrastructure for communication
and transportation.
The above mentioned constraining factors have intrinsically been related to a lack
of understanding on either side (supply and demand) of the value of nature-based
experiences and ecosystem needs and functions. This results from unclear planning
initiatives that do not seek coordination efforts among various stakeholders. The impact
of eco-tourism on culture has been one example of the drawback of poor implementation.
For example, conservation initiatives may not encounter local support if the benefits of
limiting access to parks or prohibiting hunting of endangered species are not carefully
explained to all involved parties. The obstruction is higher if foreign investors end up
being the only beneficiaries from the increased visitor flow. Visitors, for their part, are
not willing or able to protect the natural environment if they have not been trained in
proper eco-tourism behavior. Sometimes the training is neither informative nor
motivating for them to change their behaviors. In other cases, this information is not
provided at all, even though it is precisely the provision of information that could make
the difference in the environmental outcomes.
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Information technology offers important opportunities for resolving some of the
aforementioned problems. The potential for the eco-tourism industry appears enormous,
but these opportunities have rarely been developed or directed toward conservation
efforts. This paper will highlight some of these possibilities in its review of educational
technology literature. A survey of the limited number of applications addresses some of
the reasons for the lack of development, and, therefore, suggests some growth
opportunities.
The troubling question is why so little efforts have been invested in environmental
education? Why haven’t information technologies, particularly multimedia and virtual
reality applications, been used to their fullest potential to promote eco-tourism? The
literature on the impact of the use of several media on learning confirms that media
integration can facilitate certain types of communications and assimilation processes.
Still very little technology is used to “sustain the sustainability cause”. On the other hand,
many learning objectives could be accomplished by using different educational tools.

LEARNING MODELS

The effect of information technology on learning has been seen as a function of
how well technology supports a specific model of learning and how appropriate that
model is to the learning situation [Leidner and Jarvenpaa, 1995]. Following this premise,
this study reviews the assumptions of learning theories and combines them with specific
technologies. Then, it applies these theories to environmental education and creates a
roadmap on which technologies would be most useful for raising awareness on
environmental problems, including those associated with eco-tourism.
Learning models are often classified in distinct categories. They can be alternated
or offered in conjunction, and the use of one model does not exclude the use of another.
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The broadest categories of this classification are objectivism and constructivism, with
subsets including collaborative, cognitive information processing, and sociocultural
learning [Leidner and Jarvenpaa, 1995].
Objectivism is a behavioral-type of model that holds that learning occurs in
response to an external stimulus. Objectivists profess the existence of an external
objective reality that exists independently from the observer. Learning occurs when
individuals understand this reality and modify their behavior accordingly. One of the
assumptions of this model is that this independent reality can be represented through
abstract models and transferred to the learner. In this model, teaching consists of
transferring knowledge from the expert to the learner. This transfer can be automated
between and among individuals. Efficiency in teaching is measured by the appeal
component of the presentation of information. This model is most appropriate for
learning “facts” or procedures. In the context of environmental education, this model
could be used in the situations where facts and figures about a country need to be
distributed. Presentation graphics and slides could display information in charts which
highlights the country’s environment-related, political, legislative systems and other
elements that need to be presented in a more appealing mode than simply straight text.
Constructivism is another learning model that starts from opposite assumptions.
In this model, learning is not as much a process of knowledge assimilation as it is a basis
for constructing mental models, in which knowledge is created in the mind of the learner.
Constructivism excludes the existence of a reality external to the learner's reality. The
consequence of this model is that reality differs for each individual and the latter controls
the pace and depth of his/her instruction. The instructor is only the mediator in a growth
process that requires hypothesizing, questioning and discovering the conceptual
relationships between and among various objects. This model best fits those who are
seeking environmental education through empathic processes. This type of learning could
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be used for recreating situations in which the traveler can have a simulated experience of
the environment and can then build his own world based on that simulated understanding.
Cooperative or Collaborative learning is an extension of the constructivist model.
The difference lies in the assumption that the creation of mental models is the result not
of individual efforts but of collaboration among individuals that elaborate principles for
shared understanding. Knowledge is created through the act of sharing and the instructor
is a facilitator of communication. This type of learning increases motivation to explore
[Flynn, 1992]. It also increases the level of critical thinking, pushes for a greater diversity
of ideas and promotes interaction. More suitable technologies that can be used in this
context are listservs that discuss environmental protection or Internet conferences that
promote simultaneous interaction. Discussion groups through collaborative software that
promote synchronous communication also fall within this category.
Cognitive Information Processing is another facet of constructivism. It assumes
that learners differ in the way they process information and that only the instructional
methods that match the individual preferred learning style will be most effective [Bovy,
1981]. Prior knowledge influences these preferences and the learner will select only the
information that is built upon that knowledge. The other information will be selectively
excluded in order to focus the attention only on those processes that are most effective to
attain understanding. Hypermedia, and therefore, Web-based communication are useful
in this context. Learners can follow the path that best complies with their pre-existing
mental maps and can select information accordingly. Applications include Web tutorials
and multimedia software in which users can focus on the media that is best suitable to
their learning style. Modular environmental education programs in which students
(travelers) can choose entry and exit points are examples of this learning type.
Sociocultural learning is closer to system-based theories and rejects the idea that
learners can create their own images of reality that are apart from the external
environment. The living, historical and cultural background of the learner influences the
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way he or she understands [O'Loughlin, 1992]. This model is particularly useful in
distance learning where the delivery of the message needs to take into account the
cultural context in which the information is distributed. From the environmental
education standpoint, this is particularly useful in the integration of local culture with the
changes brought about by tourism. The tacit culture is taken into consideration and the
message can be adjusted to lessen the impact on the population. Community Information
Centers (CICs) that use networked computers are useful in this context.
The implications for environmental education can be summarized in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2
Summary of Learning Models
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Adapted from Leidner and Jarvenpaa [1995:270]

The above relationships between theoretical models of learning and the
implications for environmental education are mediated by the technological medium. The
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role that information technology can assume in each of the described models can be
further investigated by focusing on the ways IT facilitates learning to meet a specific
functionality. Leidner and Jarvenpaa [1995] have assigned four different functions
(automate, informate up, informate down, and transform) to the use of IT for instruction.
They have proposed a taxonomy with two dimensions --- the purpose of instruction
(knowledge dissemination vis à vis knowledge creation), and, the control of pace and
content of learning.

IMPLICATIONS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND ECO-TOURISM
Figure 3 shows the relative positioning of learning theories in terms of four
dimensions: the control of the learning environment, the representation of knowledge, the
realism of context and the type of learning.
FIGURE 3
Dimension of Learning Theories
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Figure 4 (next) assigns specific technology to their educational functions
(automating, informating up and down, transforming). Each of these functions can be
analyzed in terms of the intensity of instructor/learner control, the purpose of instruction
(knowledge creation, realism of context) and specific examples can be associated with
the associated technology. Rather than the individual functions and associated
technology, the main focus of the analysis remains the bottom part of Figure 4, which
identifies the outcome of technology use measured against variables such as impact on
motivation, cognition, behavior and performance.
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FIGURE 4
Taxonomy of the Impact of IT on Learning
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The identification shows that the outcomes on the right side of the latter diagram
lead to higher cognition levels; are learner-centered; involve a higher order of thinking;
and obtain longer-term effects. The analysis presented in this literature review confirms
that moving left to right (from the automation to the transforming functions) leads to
higher level results.
This observation suggests recommending a directional implementation strategy
(left to right) to meet the goals of environmental education. For example, one of the goals
could be attaining behavioral changes in eco-tourists, such as more careful attention to
recycling while traveling. Figure 4 suggests that to have high influence on behavior
changes, transforming strategies need to be pursued. It also shows that the technology
suitable for this purpose is the creation of “virtual learning spaces.”
Educators, particularly those identifying with the sociocultural model, believe that
the different learning theories can be combined to achieve the mentioned objectives. In
the taxonomy, for example, transforming is obtained by using multiple models. A
“systemic approach” to education would call for such integration. Nevertheless, as some
technologies imply higher implementation costs, it is useful to associate specific
technologies to specific models. This can be done by adding to the dimensions of Figure
3 the technology associated with learning models and the directional relationships
identified in Figure 4. Strategies for implementation in environmental education can be
derived from the revision illustrated in Figure 5.
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FIGURE 5
Dimension of Learning Theories and Technology
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Combination [A] & [B]= Multimedia, Presentation Graphics, Hypertext, Web for Information &
Simulation software, Virtual Reality, Learning Networks with LEARNER & INSTRUCTOR control.

The inclusion of technology in the table expands the applications of multiple
models for the attainment of educational objectives. If the main target of the education
program is to provide control to the learner over the learning activity, simulation
software, virtual reality and learning networks enable the attainment of that objective.
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They also enable the re-creation of a highly realistic situation in which the learner
personally experiences the content of instruction and creates his own knowledge. The
sociocultural approach that uses the technology described increases the possibilities to
reach the stated objectives. From this integration table, it can be inferred that the
combination of presentation graphics, multimedia and hypertext with simulation software
and virtual reality applications favor knowledge creation by the learner. Since simulation
is strongest in learner-controlled instruction with high reality context when applied in a
sociocultural model, its application in the cognitive information processing model tends
to increase realism and the experiential nature of knowledge acquisition. Conversely, the
combination [A] can be applied in the opposite dimension [B] to promote the attainment
of the same results also in teacher-centered instruction. Therefore, the use of these
technologies can remove the boundaries between the identified models of learning and
can allow bigger manipulation of the objective and outcomes of instruction.
This has consequences in several learning contexts and holds particular promise
for environmental education. By looking at the potential for virtual reality applications to
simulate personal experience, a new concept of travel can be portrayed, whether it is
achieved through learner or instructor control. The high realism of the simulated context
can propose itself as a possible substitute to visiting natural areas. Community
Information Centers (CICs) could include entertainment areas in which tri-dimensional
videos and virtual resorts reconstruct the desired destination and provide a simulated (but
almost real) experience. The feeling of visiting could be recreated without damage to the
natural or social environments. CICs could charge fees to devote to conservation
purposes. Traveling constraints that vary from job, family and work commitments, lack
of time and money, and other physical constraints (such as age or disabilities) could all
find a surrogate and satisfactory alternative to actual visiting via virtual trips. People
unable to travel might benefit the most from this type of technology-based travel.
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Defenders of environmental preservation will benefit as well if it is agreed that the really
sustainable way to protect the environment is decreasing tourism rather than promoting it.
Unfortunately, the idea of "killing the goose that lays the golden egg'' (the
metaphor for stopping the flow of tourism to the areas that are economically benefiting
from it), is a very controversial one. Those who profit from travel money are not willing
to stop these flows, nor are the authorities of the benefiting countries. The other deterrent
to this diffusion is the fact that multimedia and virtual reality development costs are very
high and few entrepreneurs are willing to invest resources without a substantial guarantee
of positive monetary returns. If access to endangered areas were to be prohibited and
virtual travel remained the only alternative to visiting, the income generated from these
applications could indeed bring significant financial gains. With the aging of the
population and increasing environmental deterioration, the idea of virtual travel should be
further explored in any case.
In the short-term, before the shift of the travel paradigm to virtual tourism is
brought about by environmental degradation, environmental awareness apparently needs
to be raised through less expensive instruments. The numerous Internet sites that promote
environmental protection through providing information on protection initiatives are
already working in that direction. After having seen the potential behavioral effects of
using other types of media to deliver the sustainability message, stakeholders, academic
institutions, public authorities, and the private sector apparently need to promote the use
of technology at all educational levels. Educating to preserve the environment can be the
first step to protection. More adventurous applications can follow when the protection of
ecosystems becomes a widely held value. In the short-run, this message can be spread
with traditional technologies, but the lasting effects, in the long-run, will be brought
about only by the goal of transformation by using the appropriate applications.
On the other hand, there are many opportunities for education waiting to be
developed. Some of these opportunities include:
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1. use of Web technologies for creating sites of ecological interests and conducting
environmental Web-conferencing activities;
2. use of listservs and newsgroups for discussing environmental protection
initiatives;
3. use of presentation graphics to better deliver environmental information in the
classroom or in training programs;
4. use of multimedia applications to promote self-paced instruction on ecological
issues;
5. use of GroupWare communication and decision support systems (DSS) to
brainstorm on environmental strategy implementation;
6. use of distance learning to advance the emergence of a global environmental
society; and, finally,
7. use of virtual reality replace travel with some forms of virtual travel.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper reviewed the assumptions of learning theories and combined them
with specific technologies to analyze the effect of information technology as a function of
a specific model of learning and a specific learning situation. It applied these theories to
environmental education which was viewed as a necessary starting point for raising
awareness on environmental problems and educating tourists. By looking at the
expansionary effects of the use of different types of technology on educational objectives,
it suggested an educational strategy that incorporates various technologies to promote
higher levels of cognition and achieve longer-term attitudinal changes in travelers.
Although the use of virtual reality is limited by the lack of investment in producing
expensive software applications, expansion of virtual reality and multimedia software
may be the closest, and most sustainable, answer to eco-tourism problems.
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